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equivalent of "port -v update" Hey, I am really enjoying MacPorts, but I am noticing some major
differences between the way ports and macports works regarding updating. I download the latest
macports with the command sudo port -v install macports but then when I run the command sudo
port -v update I get a confirmation message that the macports update tool is already installed, but I
have to manually run the command to install the new version. How do I make the macports tool
update itself and provide the new command? Is there a command like "port -v update" similar to the
command I used to install macports? I also am curious as to why it has taken me so long to run into
this issue as I have been using macports for about a year now. I just assumed that my port sources
were the latest version with the command, but obviously that is not the case. I appreciate the help.
A: I think it's more of a problem that you are using the command without arguments: sudo port -v
update instead of: sudo port -v update You may use the man page of port to see more details on the
different options. And, I guess that to answer your questions on this: How do I make the macports
tool update itself and provide the new command? If you use sudo port update, it updates all
components. In this case, I guess that you are using port install, not port update. Is there a command
like "port -v update" similar to the command I used to
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Category:Computing-related introductions in 2002/* * Copyright (C) 2006, 2010 Apple Inc. All rights
reserved. * Copyright (C) 2006 Samuel Weinig * * This library is free software; you can redistribute it
and/or * modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public * License as published by the
Free Software Foundation; either * version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. * *
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without
even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU * Library General Public License for more details. * * You should have received a copy of the
GNU Library General Public License * along with this library; see the file COPYING.LIB. If not, write to
* the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, * Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA. */
[ JSCustomHeader=true, JSGenerateToNativeObject, ] interface HTMLInputElement : HTMLElement {
attribute DOMString accept; [SetterRaisesException] void setAccept(in DOMString value); [Default]
boolean reportValidity(); }; A fifth cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitor (meloxicam) in older patients with
osteoarthritis. To compare the efficacy of meloxicam, a highly selective cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitor,
with celecoxib, a selective cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitor, and placebo (a placebo agent
indistinguishable from the active medication) in older patients with osteoarthritis (OA). This was a
12-week, double-blind, controlled, randomized, multicenter trial. Patients (n = 846) with OA of the
knee were randomly assigned to receive placebo, 10 mg/d of meloxicam (n = 213), or 20 mg/d of
celecoxib (n = 214) for 12 weeks 6d1f23a050
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